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It nursed a portion of infinity’s strength
And could create the high things its fancy willed;
Its passion caught what calm intelligence missed.
Insight of impulse laid its leaping grasp
On heavens high Thought had hidden in dazzling mist
(Sri Aurobindo, Savitri, Book II, Canto X – Kingdoms and Godheads of
the Little Mind)
The longest journeys begin with a single step. When the right time
approaches, the Divine Light showers the blessings for the journey
to commence and with an unflinching faith, unshakable trust and
confidence in self a new path is tread, opening may more such
paths. The dedication and devotion helps to overcome all the
hurdles and impediments which pave way for further progress and
achievements.
The impact of science and technology, the wonders of the beauty of
nature inspiring the human imagination the secrets of life, the
mellifluous tunes of space, the beauty of the creation and the
creator, the hidden emotions that rule the human psyche…when
mixed with the writer’s imagination create wonders in the form of a
beautiful bouquet – ‘Science Shore’ – which continues the journey,
achieving the greatest summits, reaching the highest realms of
expertise and finesse and illuminating the lives of all.
Science Shore Magazine, under the able leadership of Srikala
Ganapathy, Sreepradha Venkatramanan, Annapurna Sharma,
Malathi and the highly dedicated and committed Editorial Team,

has great accomplishments to its credit, enriching the literary world
with marvelous literary works of great poets and authors of all age
groups. The various sections of the magazine touch almost every
aspect of human life and existence. The Scientific Articles and the
Audio-Video sections are the jewels in the crown. They are a mirror
of human life in its entirety. The Poetry section sparkles with glints of
hope, love, faith, beauty and compassion with the verses from the
creative pens of amazing poets who pour out their hearts in their
words expressing the philosophies of life, earned meticulously
through their life experiences and vigilant observations of
humankind as a whole. As the twinkling stars in the starlit sky, the
poems shine brightly representing the power of the words,
spreading their gleam far and wide, showering love and touching
every heart they reach. The more one delves deeper into every
poet’s verse, the more one comes closer to life. The ideas that arise
as ripples in a poet’s heart reach out to the shore, every expression
that is scribbled in the blue-black ink soothes the souls that long to
be touched. Just as the rising falling waves, the emotions, the ideas,
the feelings flow…
The beauty, the calm, the serenity, the peace,
The mountains, the rivers, the seas, the snow,
Longing for the serene, the tranquil flow,
Engulfing the sun, the tides high low,
The shore’s the destination of the minds fleeting by,
Disappearing in sand the footprints that tread,
Reminding forever the truth eternal,
How fleeting, transient is this life so dear!
(Excerpts from the Poem ‘My New Home’ by Giti Tyagi)
Life is a beautiful kaleidoscope of an array of events, presenting a
myriad of sequences, interconnected yet independent, each
influencing the thoughts, the ideas and the viewpoints of the

humans. The human personality exhibits each trait attained as a
result of the lessons learnt in each phase of life. The writer’s
creativity reflects not only the persona of the various characters
portrayed in the stories, but also brings forth the foresightedness
and the possibilities of the influence their thought processes could
create on the humankind, thus offering their valuable contributions
in the progress and transformation of human civilization as a whole.
The scientific, fiction and the non-fiction stories by famous authors
and young budding writers present a bouquet of fragrant exhibits
spreading their aroma in the beautiful literary garden.
Story Weaver weave thy yarns,
Around the lives of ups and downs,
Of laughter joy or angered frowns,
Of valleys vales villages towns!
Hold thy weapon stiff and strong,
Entwine and knit from dusk to dawn,
Of people, peace and days bygone,
Story Weaver weave thy yarns!
(Excerpts from the Poem ‘Story Weaver’ by Giti Tyagi)
When creativity is at its best, when the minds know no borders,
when the flight of imagination is set free, when every word touches
the inner strings of our hearts…then emerges the ocean of thoughts
with every wave depicting the flow of emotions, swiftly rushing to the
shore, touching the feet of the earthlings and taking back with them
the essence of life!
The journey that commenced one year ago continues, showing the
bright path through the zealous and sprightly thoughts and ideas
woven together by the creative and illuminated minds and taking
‘Science Shore’ to the greatest heights!

Wishing Srikala ji and her highly dedicated team a beautiful journey
ahead and a great success in all their future endeavours!
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